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1. Introduction

1.1. History

Since several thousand years, mankind takes advantage of wind
energy. Two of the very earliest applications, still dominating in the
18th century, are sailing vessels and wind mills (Fig. 1.1). The latter
ones not only drove milling stones to grind grain, but also supplied
water pumps, blacksmith workshops and sometimes also sawmills
with mechanical energy.

Today, wind energy systems (WES, Fig. 1.2) are much larger
(200 m and more in height), offer much more mechanical or
electrical energy (up to 7.5 MW at present), and might gain
significant importance for the sustainable energy supply of

mankind for the next decades. By this, WES technology supp
the objectives to reduce greenhouse gases, to save raw material
avoid pollution (e.g. from coal power plants), and to av
dangerous waste (e.g. from nuclear power plants).

1.2. Economic and environmental significance

Focusing on wind energy systems (WES) designed for 

electrical energy supply, its market has grown significantly si
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The production, installation and operation of wind energy systems (WES) has gained a signifi

importance in the past two decades, forming a new and world wide rapidly growing industrial bra

Moreover, WES technology contributes a safe and substantial share (about 20% by 2020) to the elect

energy supply of many countries. It thus enables them to achieve their environmental and sustainab

objectives. Contrasting to this prospering development, WES industry faces some major challen

Among these are the reliability, lifetime and costs of WES, namely offshore WES. This paper wil

focused on the design, manufacturing and accuracy of decisive mechanical components like the w

rotor system and the drive train (including bearings and gears), whereas economical, environmental, 

and electrical engineering aspects are only mentioned in passing.

� 2012 C

Fig. 1.2. Access of wind energy systems (WES) by helicopter.

Source: REpower Systems SE/Photo: Jan Oelker, 5 MW WES.
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Fig. 1.1. Application of wind energy about 1500 BC. (a) sailing vessels in the ancient

Egypt and (b) early wind mills in ancient China.

Source: a) [35], photo: Elvira Kronlob, and b) [19].
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the very beginning about 1980. Especially during the last 15 ye
the contribution of WES to the world-wide supply of electr
energy has grown from an almost negligible share to 200 

installed nominal power. As a comparison the nominal out
power of a conventional nuclear power plant or a larger coal po
plant varies between 0.8 GW and 1.5 GW. Also the fore
(Fig. 1.3) predicts a continuous increase of installed WES in 

next decade.
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ven more important is the fact that the newly installed
inal power per year (world-wide) is still growing (see Fig. 1.3),
eding 40 GW by 2011.
ithin one decade, the absolute size (see Fig. 1.4) and the size

ibution of WES has changed, as could be observed on the size
ibution of WES bearings [67]. This WES component can be
rded as a representative indicator, since pitch and azimuth
ings with a similar size-per-MW-relationship are required for
, WES with and without gear boxes. Whereas in 2001 the share
ES with a nominal power of Pnom = 2 MW was negligible,

y, WES with 2 MW � Pnom � 3 MW dominate the market (50%)
n increasing share of larger WES (3 MW � Pnom � 7.5 MW;
1: 35%).
t a still increasing annual growth rate it can be foreseen that by

0 wind energy will contribute about 15% to the electrical
gy supply. For European countries like UK, Spain and Germany,

goals for wind energy supply are much higher (25% and more).
mark has reached the 25% level even today [24,25,77].
n the future, a growing part of new onshore capacity will be
t up by the ‘‘repowering’’ of older and smaller WES (i.e.
acement of smaller WES by newer and bigger systems). An

 more promising option is offered by offshore wind parks,
prising several GW of newly installed power per year (Fig. 1.5).

replace one average nuclear plant. This situation had changed
dramatically at the beginning of the 1990s, when the first
renewable energy laws were enacted in some European states
and in California. In the 1980s even most experts could not
conceive this rapid development with a doubling of nominal power
per WES every 3–4 years (see Fig. 1.4).

1.3. Focused topics

Contrasting this promising future of WES industry, some major
problems have to be solved in order to achieve the core objectives
explained in Section 2. Among these are the lifetime and reliability
of WES, specifically of offshore WES, the costs and the design
aspects for the ever growing individual WES systems concerning
both the weight and the size of these systems. Therefore, this paper
will be focused on those areas directly related to the design,
production and accuracy of decisive mechanical components
required for WES, as design, production and accuracy influence
performance, lifetime, and reliability significantly.

2. Actual goals and problems concerning wind energy systems
(WES)

2.1. Core environmental and sustainability objectives

At the very beginning of wind energy, the environmental and
sustainability objectives were the most important and driving
intentions to develop this technology. Today, all types of renew-
able energies, among them wind energy, enjoy a steadily growing
acceptance not only by the population, but also in industry,
government and administration.

Due to the number of WES installed per year, other environ-
mental problems have to be fixed. Among them is the reduction of
noise. Since in areas with dense population, namely in central
Europe, most good sites for wind parks are occupied, new WES are
erected near to city or village borderlines. This might not only
cause problems because of the disturbance of landscape, but also
due to nuisance, namely caused by the growing size of WES
[16,36,78]. Special attendance is required to these aspects on
repowering existing wind parks near to settlements. Again, design,
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1.3. Forecast of cumulative installed nominal power based on wind energy.

.4. Technical development of WES during the past 30 years.

e: BWE.

Fig. 1.5. Installed WES capacity per year in Germany, differed according to onshore,

offshore and repowering markets.

Source: WindEnergy Study 2008.
herefore, even for European countries with limited space left
he installation of new onshore wind parks, high growth rates
oreseeable for the next decade, still balancing both economical
environmental aspects.
his economic success of WES-technology and its widespread
ication and acceptance world-wide was the prerequisite for its
ronmental significance of today [84]. At the beginning of WES-
nology in the early 1980s, this kind of electrical power
ration was often pityingly smiled at because of the low
inal power of a single WES (maximum 30 kW at 1980). In
e days, about 40,000 WES would have been necessary to
production and accuracy have to improve the noise situation
[13,30].

Another nuisance with environmental impact specifically
occurs on the installation of offshore wind parks. In order to
achieve sufficient stability for the substructure of offshore WES
towers, piles have to be driven deeply into the sea ground
[129,130]. In former times, e.g. for oil platforms, these piles were
rammed-in generating a high noise level widely spread in the sea.
Since only a few platforms were installed per year, this noise
pollution was acceptable. But, the actual prospects of offshore
wind parks in the North Sea and Baltic Sea, at the east and west
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coast of North America and in the Great Lakes foresee several ten
thousand of WES within the next two decades [33,78,153,154]. It is
widely unknown, how sea animals in a large area and shallow
water will cope with this noise pollution over years. Here new
designs are needed.

Another sustainability issue is related to the fact that no
renewable energy type alone can offer a secure energy supply. As
outlined in Section 2.2 the ‘‘storage problem’’ of renewable energy
supply has to be solved, e.g. by forming ‘‘virtual power plants’’.

2.2. Technical and economic objectives

In order to enable wind energy and other renewable sources to
contribute by a significant percentage (>25%) to the electrical
energy supply of industrialized countries, three major technical
and economic objectives must be achieved:

� competitiveness with conventional energy supply;
� reliability and safety at reasonable maintenance costs over an

objective lifetime of 20 years; and
� a secure energy supply at all seasonal and weather conditions

and for all considerable grid loads.

It is difficult to specify a valid threshold price of competitive-
ness for 1 kWh. This price varies with the local or national ‘‘energy
mix’’ (mix of coal, nuclear, water and other renewable energy
sources), the grid density, tax situation, etc. A rough estimation of
such a threshold price for central Europe, reflecting an average of
the regional und customer-related market prices for electrical
energy results at s7.5 ct/kWh [124]. This threshold could be
reached for onshore wind energy by 2015. An average price per
kWh of s5 ct or less is possible by the end of this decade. Therefore,
wind energy is very near to achieve the competitive threshold,
where subsidies are no longer necessary for onshore wind parks.

Substantial improvements are necessary to enhance the
reliability of WES. In spite of high maintenance efforts, only very
few WES reach the objective lifetime of 20 years without two or
more fatal failures of major components. Regarding the failure
frequencies (Fig. 2.1) malfunctions of electrical components are
much more probable than those of mechanical components. But,
failures occurring in the electrical part of a WES can be fixed in

most cases within one or two days, whereas failures of mechan
components, although much less frequent, lead to a downtim
several days and in single cases even weeks.

Among these critical mechanical components are the ro
blades, the gear box, the pitch and main bearings and the p
drives. Their repair and replacement requires not only 

availability of spare components, but also (due to the high weig
heavy cranes and acceptable weather conditions. For th
reasons, the costs due to a breakdown of mechanical compone
are significantly higher than to be assumed regarding t
probability. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

If wind energy is supposed to contribute more than 25% to
energy supply of a country, it must be able to replace base l
power plants. Today, the base load capacity of a grid is reali
namely by coal and nuclear plants, offering a high percentag
energy supply day and night at all weather conditions. But, th
power plants are characterized by a large time constant such 

their output energy can only be controlled with a time lag of sev
hours. In order to follow the load variations of a power g
additional electrical power inputs are necessary offering a m
lower time constant of control. Such power stations are gas turbi
diesel engines and large water turbines, to be controlled at a t
constant of several minutes. Pumped-storage hydro power stati
offer a start-up time of less than 1 min, but their installation requ
certain geographic circumstances and causes high costs.

Regarding all these requirements to realize a stable electr
power grid at all load conditions, i.e. to provide a secure electr
energy supply with a stable voltage and frequency, an ‘‘ene
mix’’ composed of several energy sources with varying t
constant is necessary. A first approach is the formation of ‘‘vir
power plants’’, i.e. the linking and mutual supplementation
several renewable energy types (wind, photovoltaic, biogas, 

water; [113]), where WES represent a significant part. Thi
subject of actual research work.

2.3. Political objectives

Since more than a decade, the economic and environme
objectives explained in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 are of grow
importance for governments and administrations on all contine
This requires an objective ‘‘plot’’ of the energy supply in one or 

decades in order to structure this conversion and expansion
renewable energy supply systematically. So far, only a few roadm
have been elaborated to structure this change, which is hig
important not only for industry, but also for the whole society

As a first approach in this direction, covering the research 

technology development aspects, the Strategic Energy Technol
Plan (SET-Plan, Fig. 2.3) was published by the European Comm
sion in 2010 [33]. It was announced as the so-called ‘‘20-20-
Law’’ saying that by the year 2020 at least 20% of the electr
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Fig. 2.1. Failure frequencies and impacts.

Source: Fraunhofer IWES, Kassel.

Fig. 2.2. Cost distribution caused by WES failures in 2009.

Source: Sensen, Gothaer Allgemeine Versicherung AG.
Fig. 2.3. Extract of the European wind energy roadmap (2010–2020, [34]) as a part of the EU-Strategic Energy Technology Plan (SET Plan).
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gy supply within the European Union must come from
wable sources.

 comparable roadmap has been developed by the US
artment of Energy (DoE) and the Department of the Interior
), specifically focused on offshore wind industry [8,9]. Offshore
d parks significantly attracted attention during recent years,
use the average wind velocity is significantly higher and
s a more steady flow with a stable velocity distribution over

ht. Therefore, the energy harvest per rotor square section is
tantially higher. Following [8,9,81,141], the offshore wind
ntial around the US coast lines (wind velocity > 7 m/s at 90 m
ht; shore distance < 50 nautical miles) amounts to more than

 GW nominal power. This includes 1000 GW that could be
ed in shallow water of less than 30 m water depth.
ccording to [8,9], the US Department of Energy (DoE) plans to
ll 10 GW nominal offshore capacity until 2020 and 54 GW

l 2030. The EU and the European Wind Energy Association
EA) have established targets to install about 40 GW of offshore
d capacity by 2020 and 150 GW by 2030.

tate-of-the-art

Types of WES and physical basics

eginning in 1891, Paul La Cour systematically investigated the
sformation of wind energy into electrical energy at the Askov-
ersity in Denmark [118]. [69,75] give a detailed overview
t the historical development of WES technology up to the

0s. Among the realized WES (mostly built as unique installa-
s) were several multi-MW systems. A first series production of

 was started in 1982 by the Mørup brothers, two Danish
neers heading the MICON company in California [152]. They
uced more than 1500 WES of the 108 kW type [3].
he (theoretical) mechanical power PWind, incorporated in an
ream passing a square section A with the velocity v, can be
ved from the kinetic energy E of this flowing air mass.

1

2
� m � v2 (3.1)

 Ar
dx

dt
¼ Arv (3.2)

re r represents the air density. From this, the nominal power of
airstream can be calculated by

d ¼ Ė ¼ 1

2
� ṁ � v2 ¼ 1

2
rAv3 (3.3)

his means that the possible energy harvest from WES
eases with the third power of wind velocity. This energy

cannot be ‘‘extracted’’ completely from the wind, since this would
reduce wind velocity on the downwind side to zero. Therefore, the
practical power output of a WES is limited by a power coefficient cP,
which varies for drag-type WES between cP = 0.2 (vertical WES; see
Fig. 3.1 type e) to cP = 0.08 (anemometer; see Fig. 3.1 type f). For
lift-type WES, cP is significantly higher. At the beginning of the past
century, the research work of Lanchester and Betz [11,12,90] led to
an approach for the theoretical maximum of cP called the Betz
power coefficient cPBetz = 0.59. Even though improved calculation
methods for cP have been developed since then (e.g. [2,17,72]), this
maximum value for the cP coefficient is nearly valid until today.
Modern WES with optimized blade profiles could reach power
coefficients up to cP = 0.5.

The reason why the lift-type rotors show a significantly higher
efficiency than the drag-type rotors is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.

In both cases, the driving forces FD and FL generated by the wind
increase with the second power of the approaching velocity a (Eqs.
(3.4) and (3.5) in Fig. 3.2). Here, cD and cL are the profile drag
coefficient and the lift coefficient, respectively. Drag forces occur
on both types of wind rotors, because also slim airfoils represent a
certain resistance to the air flowing around the profile. The
maximum values for the coefficients cDmax and cLmax are almost
equal.

The forces FD and FL accelerate the rotor blades to a
circumferential velocity u. The main difference between the two
wind rotor types is that for drag-type rotors the approaching
velocity a is smaller than the wind velocity v (Eq. (3.6)), whereas on
lift-type rotors the approaching velocity a can be a multiple of v.
Therefore, commercially available WES of today almost exclusively
are horizontal lift-type systems. The Darrieus rotor (Fig. 3.1, type d)
shows, even though a lift-type WES, a reduced efficiency due to a
worse wind velocity distribution over height (ground to tip, see
also Fig. 4.14, Section 4.4).

The circumferential velocity u at the rotor blade tips should not
exceed velocities of 80–90 m/s [44] in order to avoid noise
emissions due to the generation of turbulences, which increase
with the fifth power of the tip speed. Therefore, tip speed ratio (Eq.
(3.8)) varies between l = 5–8 [44,137]. This is the reason, why WES
with one or two rotor blades are no longer commercially available

Fig. 3.2. Comparison of drag-type and lift-type WES-rotors [44].
.1. Systematic classification of WES-Types and their typical application area

rding to [44]); (a) Westernmill, (b) Dutch wind mill, (c) WES with 3, 2 and 1

 blade(s), (d) Darrieus rotor, (e) Afghan and Iranian wind mill, and (f) cup

ometer.
(see Fig. 3.1c).
Nearly all multi-MW-WES have an upwind rotor position,

because downwind positioning leads to turbulences and high
variations of energy output due to the interference of wind, tower
shadow and the periodic breakdown of lift forces on the rotor
blades. Additionally, this type of rotor position generates an
increased noise level.

Since the tip speed ratio influences the aerodynamic flow at the
rotor blade, the profiles of modern blades are optimized for a
certain value of l. This means that, in order to keep the ratio
n/v � l constant (n: rotational speed of rotor), the angular velocity
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of WES must vary with the wind velocity, i.e. modern WES operate
in a variable speed mode. Consequently, synchronous generators
feeding electrical energy into the grid at a constant rotor
speed n and thus with a stable frequency are no longer suitable.
Instead, multi-MW-WES of today are equipped with additional
AC–DC–AC converters to realize a frequency-constant and
voltage-constant energy output, leading to high additional costs
[37,38,78,137].

3.2. Main WES components

Fig. 3.3 illustrates the major components of a WES (reference
numbers see Fig. 3.3):

� foundation (1; different for onshore and offshore WES)
� tower (3)

- inside (4): lift, power cable, access ladder
- grid connection (2)
� nacelle (6) consisting of

- yaw (azimuth) drive (5)
- frame (14)
- main shaft (15)
- main bearings (16)
- gear box with momentum bracket (10)
- brake (9)
- clutch
- generator (7)
- AC–DC–AC converter
- transformer
- control
- additional supporting facilities like an on-board crane, pumps,

ventilators
- condition monitoring system and sensors
- (e.g. 8: anemometer)
- nacelle-housing
� wind rotor system consisting of

- hub (13)
- rotor blades (11)
- pitch-drives (12)

Components of WES are discussed in the following sections,
except foundation, tower and electrical components of WES.

Conventional WES drive trains consist of the follow
elements (see Fig. 3.3b), representing the majority of the exis
200,000 WES worldwide:

� the hub together with the rotor blades including one pitch-d
for each blade;
� the main shaft directly connected to the hub and supported b

least one main bearing;
� optionally another main bearing placed at the other end of

main shaft (see Fig. 4.1);
� the gear box, in many cases serving also as the second m

bearing (transmission ratio between i = 1:10 and i = 1:100);
� the disk brake and the clutch at the (fast) output shaft of the g

box;
� the electric generator; and
� the AC/DC/AC-converter.

This whole drive train is built inside the nacelle, which can
rotated with respect to the tower by the yaw (azimuth) d
(Section 3.2.2 and Fig. 3.5). As outlined in Sections 3.2.7 and 3
some components of the conventional drive train have a lim
lifetime (see also Section 2.2, Fig. 2.1). Especially the failu
caused by the gear box (including failures related to the interac
between main shaft, main bearing and gear box) can be avoided
choosing another basic design: direct-drive WES (Fig. 3.4). H
the wind rotor directly drives the rotor of a large generator via
main shaft. This concept requires much less compone
especially no gear box, with fewer components to fail.

One specific feature of the direct-drive WES is the significa
higher nacelle mass. The reason for this is the lower rotatio
speed of the generator, directly coupled to the wind rotor 

Section 3.2.8). Comparing the nacelle mass of three WES of 

5 MW-class, it amounts to 250 t (Vestas, 4.2 MW) or 275 t (Ar
Multibrid, 5 MW; both conventional drive train), whereas the m
of the biggest direct-drive nacelle amounts to 650 t (Ener
6 MW/7.5 MW).

The heaviest components contributing to this high mass 

the nacelle frame, the gear box (about 10 t/MW), the gener
(about 10 t/MW), the main shaft with the main bearing and
applicable) the transformer. This means that the masses of th
components summarize to about 150–200 t for a 5 MW W
Significant research efforts are carried out at present aiming 

reduction of generator masses, namely for direct drive WES. T
are based on permanent magnets [1,5,20,39,43,109,112,135,1

Fig. 3.4. Concept of direct-drive WES [68].
ring

ntly
tics,
are

tual

, an
ole

Fig. 3.3. Main WES components. (a) Overview and (b) Components of the WES drive

train.

Source: (a) Wikipedia and (b) Bosch-Rexroth.
3.2.1. Nacelle, energy conversion

Inside the nacelle the energy conversion from the kinetic energy
of the rotor to electric energy is realized. Fig. 3.3b sketches the
typical arrangement of the nacelle components (drive train with a
gear box) inside the nacelle housing. The concept of a so called
direct-drive WES is shown in Fig. 3.4 (without a gear box).
145] for the rotor or even super conducting coils [4], offe
6–15 MW nominal power at a limited nacelle mass.

Higher masses, namely of direct-drive WES, lead to significa
higher investment costs (foundation, tower [26], material logis
see also Section 4.7.2). Whether these higher investments 

balanced by reduced maintenance costs is subject of ac
discussions (see Sections 4.7.1 and 5.1).

3.2.2. Yaw (azimuth) drive

In order to keep the WES in a controlled upwind position
azimuth drive is necessary, to realize a rotation of the wh
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lle. Due to the high weight of multi-MW nacelles (up to 650 t),
iff and highly reliable drive is necessary to perform this
ement at all weather conditions (see Figs. 3.3 and 3.5).
he rotation is realized by a large bearing, combined with an
rnal or external cylindrical gear. Its diameter varies between

 and 5.5 m (Fig. 3.5). Up to eight vertical motors with highly
ble planetary drives and a relatively small pinion at the output
t rotate the yaw bearing. In order to enhance the lifetime of this
uth drive, several brakes are distributed around the tower
mference. When the nacelle has reached its objective position,
aw drives are switched off and the brakes keep the rotor in the
ind position even for gusty winds.

. Wind rotor

he wind rotor system is mounted at the front end of the
lle, linking the flange of the main shaft with the corresponding

ge of the hub. For older WES with a nominal power of less than
W, the positions of the rotor blades with respect to the hub

fixed. WES of an older type limit the maximum actual output
er by the stall effect, as explained in Section 3.2.6. Here, the
ow on the suction-side of the blade is disturbed, mainly at the
 end of the blade profile, if the wind velocity exceeds a certain
t, leading to a limited lift force of each blade (Eq. (3.5) in
3.2).
ll modern WES with a nominal power of more than 1.5 MW

r an active control of the rotor blade position. This requires a
tioning system called pitch drive, acting on all rotor blades
ltaneously, in order to actively control the actual output

er of the WES and to adapt the WES state to adverse or
ptional conditions (e.g. heavy storm, grid failure, severe WES
age; see Section 3.2.6).
he rotational speed n of the rotor and thus the angular velocity
elong to the most important design quantities of WES. The
ndency between rotor speed and wind velocity v is given by Eq.

) in Fig. 3.2. Since the circumferential velocity u (at n = const.)
es with the radial distance R from the rotor axis (length
dinate along the rotor blade), Eq. (3.8) can be modified to

u

v
¼ 2pn � R

v
¼V � R

v
(3.9)

n order to apply a constant lift force FL to all blade segments
g the radial distance R, the approaching velocity a and
efore the speed ratio l must be kept constant along the blade
. Since the circumferential velocity increases with the distance

rotor is slowed down to one third of this velocity far behind the
wind rotor.

v3 ¼
1

3
v1 (3.10)

Assuming that the air can expand freely in the lateral direction
from an area A1 in front of the wind rotor to enlarged areas A2 and
A3 (at and behind the wind rotor, respectively) and taking the air
density r as r = const., for continuity reason Eq. (3.11) must be
valid.

r � v1 � A1 ¼ r � v2 � A2 ¼ r � v3 � A3 (3.11)

Since the square section of the air flow is enlarged (see Fig. 3.6),
the air pressure behind the wind rotor is reduced, compared to the
situation in front of the WES. Here, the wind velocity v2 in the wind
rotor plane is assumed as the average of v1 and v3.

v2 ¼
v1 þ v3

2
(3.12)

The theorem of Froude-Rankine verifies the assumption (3.12).
According to [44], this leads to a ‘‘power release’’ from the wind
calculated as

Ėrel ¼
1

2
� r � A � v3

1

windpower

� 1

2
� 1 þ v3

v1

� �
� 1 � v3

v1

� �2
  !

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
power coefficient c p

ðcoefficient of performanceÞ

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

(3.13)

Fig. 3.7 illustrates the dependency of cr ¼ f ðv3=v1Þ, given by
the term in brackets within Eq. (3.13). The maximum of this graph,
often labeled as cr,Betz can be determined graphically or by

Fig. 3.5. Bearings and internal cylindrical gear of an azimuth drive.
Fig. 3.6. Airflow through a wind rotor [71].
Fig. 3.7. Power coefficient (coefficient of performance) cp as a function of the

velocity relationship v3/v1 [44].
e rotor axis, a constant l can only be achieved by a varying
ction of the approaching velocity and therefore a varying
lar orientation of approaching velocity a and wind velocity v

 Fig. 3.2, Eq. (3.7)). This is the reason why all rotor blades of
ern WES have twisted blade shapes.
here is no physical reason to prefer a certain rotating directing

he wind rotor. For purely historical reasons, today all WES
te clockwise.
n the 1920s of the past century, Betz and Lanchester [11,12,90]

ed that a non-encased wind turbine offers the maximum
gy harvest, if the initial wind velocity v1 far ahead of the wind
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differentiating Eq. (3.13). It results in

Crmax ¼ Cr;Betz ¼
16

27
� 0:59 (3.14)

3.2.4. Hub

The basic structure of a hub in most cases is a casted workpiece
with fine finished circular flanges at the interface to the main shaft
and at the mounting faces for the rotor blades. These flange
surfaces provide several ten circularly arranged boreholes each to
fix the rotor blades and the flange of the main shaft by screws. For
WES equipped with pitch drives, the corresponding flange surfaces
carry the pitch bearings together with the (mostly internal) pitch
gears (see Section 3.2.6).

Various design principles for the hub together with the
mounting of the rotor blades have been developed in the past.
In [57], several design concepts for the combination of rotor blades,
hub, main shaft and their integration into the drive train are
sketched.

Most WES with and without a gearbox follow the concept of
Fig. 3.3b, i.e. with a complete separation of the wind rotor (hub)
and the subsequent components of the drive train. Especially for
direct-drive WES with a much shorter drive-train specific solutions
have been developed [18].

3.2.5. Rotor blades

As already shown in Fig. 1.4, multi-MW-WES of today have a
hub height of up to 135 m with a rotor diameter of 120 m
(comparable to the diagonal of a soccer field).

The relationship between wind rotor diameter and tower
height varies between 0.65 [3] and 1.4 (Table 4.1). The maximum
length of certified rotor blades is limited to 70 m at present, due to
available test rigs (see Section 4.6.3, 90 m test rig available by mid
2012 [125]). Rotor blades with a maximum length of 110 m are
foreseen by the end of this decade referring to [34] (Fig. 2.3).
Fig. 3.9 gives an impression about the objective WES size by 2020
(Table 4.1), where more than 4 soccer fields would fit into the wind
rotor circle.

To achieve these goals several problems concerning the choice,

Failures on the rotor blades can be regarded as critical, si
they not only cause downtimes and repair efforts. Moreover, h
centrifugal forces act on the blades due to the large rotor radius 

the high masses (up to 30 t per blade for multi-MW W
Therefore, propagating cracks, delamination of glass fiber r
forced plastic (GRP) or carbon fiber reinforced plastic (C
material, out-of-balance errors due to water or misalignm
blizzard damages, etc. have to be recognized as early as possibl
order to avoid severe accidences due to broken (and thrown 

parts of rotor blades.

3.2.6. Pitch drives versus stall-controlled WES

Since the output power of WES increases with the third po
of wind velocity, components and subsystems limiting the in
power are mandatory. Until the beginning of the 90 s, smaller W
(<1 MW) took advantage of the stall effect to limit the po
input. Here, at stiff rotor blade-hub joints, an increase of w
velocity led to an increasing incidence angle of airflow. Exceedi
certain wind velocity, this airflow could not follow the profile
the suction (convex) side and causes turbulences limiting the
force on the blade [69,98,137]. Since this effect cannot be predic
precisely, overload peaks can occur caused by gusty win
Therefore, multi-MW WES apply another concept to limit the in
power by adjusting the whole rotor blade using pitch drives. 

pitch control could operate in two directions: Either the blad
rotated around its axes until the stall effect occurs (active s
control) or the rotor blade is rotated in the opposite direction in
so-called ‘‘pitch to feather’’ orientation, thus minimizing the
force. To realize these pitch movements of all rotor bla
simultaneously, the WES hub is equipped with three cylindr
drives, where again (similar to the azimuth drive) three la
bearings with gears (in most cases internal gears) are mounte
the three interface holes of the hub provided for the blades. V
stiff and highly preloaded pitch bearings like the one imaged
Fig. 3.10 are required to cope with the high and complex fo
(axial, bending and shear forces; compressive and tensile), app
by the blade roots to the hub. The pitch movement is again reali
by highly reliable electrical motors and planetary drives with sm
cylindrical pinions at the output shaft, all oriented parallel to
blade axes (see Fig. 3.8).

Fig. 3.8. WES hub with pitch drives and bearings.

Fig. 3.9. Forecast of WES size according to [34].
Fig. 3.10. Typical rotor blade bearing with internal gear for pitch movement (of

rotor blade).

Source: Spintig, Rothe Erde.
strength and fatigue properties of blade materials as well as design
and manufacturing aspects have to be solved [107].

The aerodynamic design principles for the rotor blades and the
whole wind rotor are explained in [17,69,71,87,98,102,103].

Due to the increasing size of rotor blades causing increasing
problems at road or railroad transportations, a segmentation for
onshore WES components (as already state-of-the-art for WES
towers) will be preferred in the future.

Rotor blades are exposed to complex load situations by the wind
velocity profile over height (Fig. 4.14), by gusty winds, by the
interaction with the tower, turbulences and resonance phenomena.
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hese pitch systems simultaneously work as a braking system
he whole WES, able to reliably shut down the whole energy
em in case of heavy storms, grid shut-down, large WES failures
ther emergency conditions. Therefore, the pitch control is used
he primary braking system of a WES. Since certification
cies like the Germanischer Lloyd [45] and other inspection
cies require at least two independent braking systems, a
nd, non-electric brake is required. Here, disc brakes are
grated into the drive train, placed before (smaller WES) or
nd (multi-MW-WES) the gear box (see Fig. 3.3).

. Gearbox with momentum bracket

arallel with the growth of WES, also the size and nominal
er of WES gear boxes has increased. Up to a nominal power of
t 200 kW, standardized industrial drives were implemented
e WES nacelles, since weight and size was not regarded as

cal for the design of WES. But late with the step from 500 kW to
kW WES, the masses of nacelle components became a major
e, such as the generators, bearings, hubs and rotor blades. Up to
minal power of 5 MW, the mass of a WES gear box can be
hly estimated by 10 t/MW nominal power.
ear boxes provide a certain transmission ratio in order
chieve a nominal rotational speed of the generator of
= 1,500 min�1 (USA: ngen = 1,800 min�1) (see Section 3.2.8).
e modern multi-MW-WES with a wind rotor diameter of up to

 m are designed for a nominal rotational speed of n = 15 min�1,
pical transmission ratio of i = 1:100 is required. As long as the
d rotor diameter was below 90 m, the rotational speed of the
d rotor could be increased without exceeding a tip rotational
city of 80 m/s (noise emission, see Section 3.1). Then,
nsmission ratio of i = 1:50–1:70 was sufficient.
o achieve this transmission, for smaller WES a gear box as
n in Fig. 3.11a is sufficient, consisting of one planetary stage

two cylindrical gear stages. Starting with gear boxes for a
inal power of 2 MW, two planetary stages were required to
eve the objective transmission ratio (see Fig. 3.12). In order to
ce the failure rate of the critical component gear box, more
plex drives with more than two planetary stages were
loped. Fig. 3.11b images an example for such a development.
e improved design principles get even more important for
next generation WES equipped with a gear transmission
5 MW). Here, a distribution of the input moment to several
hs’’ is necessary to cope with the increased moments and to
ltaneously enhance the lifetime of the gear box. Some aspects
ese future developments are discussed in [59].

or drive trains with an integrated design (Section 4.1) the
etary stage serves as the second main bearing of the main
t. Due to the highly complex and time varying load impacts

 the wind rotor to the main shaft, complex axial and shear
s occur, which can hardly be absorbed by the main bearing (see
ion 4.5). Thus, complex axial and shear forces are also applied
e first stage of the gear box.

n order to cope with these unusual and peerless load
itions, the interaction between the main bearings, the
etary stage of the gear box and the bearings within the gear
is of decisive importance for the lifetime of all components

along the drive train. Therefore, failures of gear boxes are not only
caused by damages of the involved gears. Very often they are
observed as failures of bearings within the gear box. In such cases,
it is very difficult to decide, which component (i.e. which stage,
which gear or bearing) initiated the failure process.

Fig. 3.13 shows some typical failures of gear box bearings, due
to overheating, fatigue of material, gray staining [21] or peeling of
the surface.

Another group of severe failures occurs at the gears. Fig. 3.14
shows various examples in several states of the damage progress.
Depending on the type and degree of overload, gears show either a
gradually developing failure image or, on heavy overload peaks,
lead to an instant break out of parts of the gear tooth, typically on
one edge (transverse plane).

Depending on the type of drive train design, i.e. a compact and
integrated or a separated and individual arrangement of the drive
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Fig. 3.12. Comparison of different drive concepts, masses and nominal moments.

Source: Bosch-Rexroth.

Fig. 3.13. Typical failures of WES bearings.

Source: Allianz Zentrum für Technik.
.11. Examples for WES gear boxes; (a) conventional gear box for WES up to

 and (b) WES gear box with 3 planetary stages (>3 MW, Redulus GPV-D).

e: Bosch-Rexroth.
Fig. 3.14. Severe failures on WES gears with break-outs of flank material.

Source: Allianz Zentrum für Technik.
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train components, the repair of the gear box or the main bearing
might require to remove the rotor blades, hub and main shaft first,
before the gear box could be replaced. These types of maintenance
efforts play an important role on the design of new multi-MW-
WES (see Section 4.1).

3.2.8. Generator

The mechanical input power of a WES to be transformed by the
generator in electrical power is given by

P ¼ M � 2 � p � n; (3.15)

where M represents the moment on the input side (mechanical;
wind rotor) and, in case of no losses, on the output side (electrical;
generator) of the drive train.

The rotational speed of the wind rotor for a multi-MW-WES is
limited to n � 15 min�1 (maximum tip velocity 70–90 m/s, [44],
maximum blade length 70 m). Depending on the type of drive train
(with or without gear box) the rotational speed ngen at the input shaft
of the generator equals the wind rotor speed (direct drive) or
amounts up to 1,500 min�1 (gear box, i = 1:100). ngen = 1,500 min�1

or ngen = 3,000 min�1 are usual rotational speeds for synchronous
generators of energy plants in 50 Hz grids (USA: 60 Hz grid;
ngen = 1,800 min�1 or ngen = 3,600 min�1).

The generator transforms the mechanical power to an
equivalent electrical power (Eq. (3.15)), where the ‘‘electrical
moment’’ is generated by the interaction of rotating magnetic and
electric fields. To induce and to guide these fields within the stator
or rotor of the generator, cupper coils, dynamo sheets (magnetiz-
able iron materials) or permanent magnets are necessary,
depending on the type of generator. In all cases, the ‘‘electrical
moment’’ is proportional to the mass of these field generating and
guiding materials. This dependency well known from the
engineering of electrical generators and motors [40] (material
efficiency factor), is the reason why the ‘‘electrical moment’’ is
nearly proportional to the mass mgen or volume Vgen of the
generator.

M � c1 � mgen; M � c2 � Vgen (3.16)

Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) lead to

Pgen � c3 � mgenð for n ¼ const:Þ (3.17)

If the rotational speed ngen of the generator is increased by a
certain transmission factor (e.g. by i = 1:100 of a gear box), the
‘‘electrical moment’’ of Eq. (3.16) and therefore also the mass mgen

of the generator can be reduced significantly to realize the same
electrical power. Thus, nacelles of direct drive WES have a much
higher weight than nacelles with a gear box at comparable nominal
powers.

The generators of direct drive WES have a very large stator and
rotor. Such generators have a comparably large number of poles in
order to follow the limited rotational speed of the wind rotor (e.g.
80 poles for 1 MW generators, [44]). Due to the size of these
stators, an automized production can only be realized to a certain
extend. The automization degree is even lower than for the
manufacturing of conventional generators (n = 1,500 min�1 or
n = 3,000 min�1 in Europe) since much more poles and much more

3.2.9. Control

In order to stabilize a larger electrical grid at least at regio
scales, different types of electric power plants with different t
constants are necessary (see Section 2.2). A closed-loop contro
the shortest time constant of a few seconds stabilizing both
grid voltage and frequency is given by the synchronous genera
with high rotating masses. Early WES generators could offer th
control abilities, too, since up to a nominal power of about 500
stall-controlled WES with synchronous generators directly 

their electrical energy into the grid. From the grid ‘‘point of vie
the grid ‘‘sees’’ at the terminal connecting point a high rota
mass directly coupled to the AC current.

Today, Multi-MW-WES are connected to the grid, almost with
exception, via an AC/DC/AC-converter. Therefore, the grid does
‘‘see’’ any more the high rotating masses of the WES (generator, d
train and wind rotor). On the other hand, the start-up and shut-do
of a WES can be realized in a few minutes without an excessive l
on the WES-components. So, wind parks have a signific
importance for the stabilization of highly variating grids. Ano
objective is the idle power compensation, since WES introduce
inductive idle component to the grid. By varying the power fa
(angle between wattfull current and idle current), capacitive
inductive idle compensations can be realized with synchron
generators (only for smaller WES). Modern multi-MW-WES 

realize any idle compensation via the electronic converters.

3.3. Inspection devices used for WES production and installation

The components forming a WES, as described in Section 3.2,
produced and delivered by different industrial branches, comp
ing civil engineering, mechanical engineering and electr
engineering. The measurement of electrical quantities, as necess
to produce and inspect the electrical components, is not covered
this paper. For all other WES components, the dominating qua
features concern their geometry and their material properties.
material properties, with very few exceptions, destructive meth
are applied to assess the workpiece quality directly a
manufacturing and during its life cycle. Among the non-destruc
testing methods are ultrasonic inspection processes for weld
joints (tower, offshore substructures), deeply hardened bea
races and gear flanks (pitch and azimuth drives). Other n
destructive material tests detect grinding burn on bearing ri
shafts and gears after grinding. Here, micromagnetic measu
procedures based on the Barkhausen noise are applied.

The measuring quantities concerning the geometry of W
components comprise an extremely large spectrum, ranging f
several 100 m3 (tower) to some micrometer (roughness of beari
shafts and rings). Roughness is also inspected at tower eleme
before the application of the base coating of corrosion protec
[28,110]. Consequently, a variety of measuring devices is necess
to perform quality inspections at reasonable costs within reasona
measuring times. Table 3.1 gives an overview about the measu
objects, typical tolerances and inspection devices applied for qua
inspections during the WES production and during their installa
on site. The major part of the listed devices is well known [32
(coordinate measuring machines (CMM), gear measuring ins
ments (GMI), form measuring instruments, roughness test
contour testers, articulated arms and calipers).

Also, optical devices like theodolites, leveling and plumb
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copper segments per circumference have to be mounted.
For a 6.5 MW generator, the stator diameter increases up to

12 m. As long as both rotor and stator are realized by copper coils,
such a generator is characterized by a very high mass. Moreover, in
order to reduce the generator losses at the air gap between rotor
and stator, this air gap should be limited to a few mm (at a
diameter of more than 10 m and a mass of substantially more than
100 t). This requires an extremely stiff main bearing and/or a
bearing of the generator rotor which is not affected by the high
dynamic loads caused by gusty winds, the wind velocity profile and
the interaction of air flow between rotor blades and tower.
instruments and laser trackers are applied for the installation 

inspection of WES. As well established in civil engineering, th
instruments enable to determine and correct the exact positio
measured spots on the foundation and on tower segments an
ensure a horizontal and vertical alignment of foundation, nac
frame, axial alignment of drive train components as well a
precise vertical adjustment of tower and substructure segme

Calipers were formerly used to inspect all those compone
which cannot be measured on a large CMM due to their size. Am
these components are rotor blades, the main shaft [122,127], g
and bearings for the azimuth and pitch drives. Increased accur
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irements, induced by the observed failure frequency of decisive
e train components (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2) led to an enlarged
trum of applied measuring instruments. Today, laser trackers
theodolites belong to the conventional metrological equipment
roducers of WES components and WES manufacturers. They
r acceptable measuring uncertainties for rotor blades, hubs,
lle frames and also housings of gear boxes, generators and disc
es. Typically, their measuring uncertainty is one order of
nitude smaller than the one achievable with calipers. Still, large
s and bearing rings belong to the critical components, where an
uate measuring equipment suitable for production inspection
spect to size, costs, measuring times, measuring uncertainty and

inspection rate is not available. Here, an optical probing with area
oriented sensors, as described in [54,119] might lead to an
improvement (Section 5.2).

4. Challenges and trends concerning wind energy systems
(WES)

Table 4.1 gives an overview about the state-of-the art of multi-
MW-WES, where several systems of the named or similar type are
already installed [31]. The next generation of WES between 7 and
15 MW is in planning stages or announced as first prototype
installations within the next two years. Among these are Siemens
[135], 2-B Energy [1], Nordex [109], Vestas [145], Clipper [20],
Gamesa [43], GE [4], AMSC [5], SWAY [138], Mitsubishi, Samsung
and United Power [70].

The following clauses deal with important aspects of the
currently produced 3–6 MW WES generation (Table 4.1) and the
next WES generation (7–15 MW).

4.1. Design aspects for drive train components

Whereas for automotive drives noise emission, costs, weight
and volume are highly important, for WES drives the life time,
weight and transmitted power are dominating criteria. This means
that, besides costs, the governing design objectives for wind energy
drives are significantly different compared to mass production
drives well known e.g. in automotive industry. This change in
design objectives requires different, time-consuming and expen-
sive experimental and prototype phases, where experiences
gathered e.g. from large machine tools can only partly be
transferred to WES-drives. Neglecting this fact has caused
significant failure rates in the past [6,7].

As already explained in Section 3.2.4 two different main design
principles have been applied to structure the WES drive train. In
the beginning, a decomposed (diced) arrangement of nacelle
components along the drive train was preferred. This leads to an
arranging principle, shown in Fig. 4.1a. The advantage was that
components – well proved in other industrial applications – could
be integrated, because size, position and orientation of input/
output shafts were of minor importance. A further advantage was
that on any failure, e.g. the gear box or the brake could be replaced
without dismounting other WES components.

The drawback of this design principle was realized, when
misalignments or deformations along this (comparably long) drive
train occurred, caused by elastic deformations or various
temperature conditions. A misalignment could also be set up
during the installation of a WES, since the working situations on
top of the tower at adverse weather conditions could lead to errors.

 3.1
view of measuring objects, typical tolerances and inspection devices during

facturing and assembly of WES components.
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ubstructure

5–30 mm X X X X X X

muth drive 100–200 mm X X X X X

elle frame 5–10 mm X X X

b/1/ 0.1 mm X X

or blades 1–3mm X X X

h Drives

gears, pinions)

20–50 mm X X X X

h bearings 30–50 mm X X X X

in shaft 50–100 mm X X X X

in bearing /2/ 10–30 mm X X X X X X

r box (housing,

ears, bearings,

nd shafts)

10–50 mm X X X X X X

ke clutch 0.1 mm X X X

erator 1 mm X X

r tolerance values for: /1/ planarity deviations of blade and main shaft flange

ces; /2/ form and angular deviations of bevel races.

 4.1
nical data for prototype WES with more than 3 MW rated power (multi-MW prototypes; extension of [153]).

ducer Type

Repower 5M Vestas V120 Multibrid M5000 Enercon E-112 Enercon E-126 GE Energy 3.6s Siemens 3.6 MW Siemens SWT-6.0–154

or diameter 126 m 120 m 116 m 114 m 127 m 104 m 107 m 154 m

ept area 12,469 m2 11,310 m2 10,568 m2 10,207 m2 12,668 m2 8,495 m2 8,992 m2 18,600 m2

ed capacity 5.0 MW 4.5 MW 5.0 MW 4.5 MW*2 7.5 MW 3.6 MW 3.6 MW 6.0 MW

rbox 3-step 3-step 1-step – – 3-step 3-step –

erator df ASG df ASG pm SG SG SG df ASG ASG pm SG

sses

otor blade 17.8 t 12.3 t 16.5 t 21 t 65 t n/a 16 t n/a
otor with hub 120 t 65 t 110 t n/a 364 t 85 t 90 t n/a

acelle 290 t 145 t 200 t n/a n/a 210 t 120 t n/a

acelle + rotor 410 t 210 t 310 t 500 t 650 t 295 t 210 t 350 t

er 750 t 220 t 1,138 t*3 2,500 t*4 2,800 t 250 t 250 t n/a

b height 120 m 90 m 102 m 124 m 135 m 76.5 m 80 m n/a

peration since Nov 2004 2007*5 Dec 2004 Aug 2002 2008 June 2004*6 Dec 2004 2011

cific power 401 W/m2 398 W/m2 473 W/m2W/m2 441 W/m2 592 W/m2 424 W/m2 400 W/m2 269 W/m2

cific mass 32.9 kg/m2 18.6 kg/m2 29.3 kg/m2 49.0 kg/m2 51.3 kg/m2 34.7 kg/m2 23.4 kg/m2 18.8 kg/m2

viations: SG, synchronous generator; pm SG, permanent-magnet synchronous generator; ASG, asynchronous generator; and df ASG, asynchronous generator

ly fed).

nations: *1, 3.6 sl with 111 m rotor diameter (9.677 m2); *2, 6 MW in operation since Nov 2005; *3, Multibrid M5000: 313 t steel + 825 t concrete; *4, Enercon E-112:

ete; *5, prototype; and *6, with 100 m rotor diameter in operation since April 2002 in Barrax (Spain).
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Such misalignments create unexpected loads to components like
main bearings, shaft and gear box.

This led to the integrated design of modern WES, shown in Fig.
4.1b. Similarly to the design of direct drives, also drive trains with
gear transmission of today are based on a far reaching integration
of drive train components. The advantage is that volume and mass
of such a nacelle is significantly lower, leading to reduced costs.
Also misalignments of drive train components are less probable,
since the aligning guide ways or the alignment itself is realized
under shop floor conditions with better metrology equipment and
better environmental conditions.

As a main drawback, any failure of one of the integrated
components (e.g. the gear box) requires the disassembly of the
wind rotor, main shaft and main bearing in order to replace the
defect component. Moreover, the integrated concept means that
the first stage of the gear box simultaneously serves as the second
bearing of the main shaft. This results in high transverse and
shear forces, as demonstrated by the simulations of Fig. 4.16
[133], caused by axial and twisting motions, which in most cases
were not considered during the design of the concerned
components. Namely the protection of the gear box from shear
and axial loads in order to increase its lifetime is one decisive
issue. Additionally, long delivery times for bearings and gear
boxes [49] as well as generators due to the ‘‘WES-boom’’ in recent
years led to a partial switch-back to the decomposed design
principle.

In the same way as a reduced generator weight improves direct
drive WES, also drive trains with gear transmissions are improved
if the generator masses can be reduced. But this will be realized on
a much lower ‘‘mass scale’’. As an example, a first so-called
‘‘hybrid’’ drive (gear box plus generator, Fig. 4.2) was presented
just recently, where the generator mass was substantially reduced
(about half) by using permanent magnets for the generator rotor.
Consequently, the gear box has to accelerate a much lower inertial
mass and thus could be reduced in mass, too. In this example, the
gear box together with the generator have a mass of 25–30 t
depending on the input parameters, i.e. less than half of former
gear box/generator couples. Moreover, this concept again shows a
decomposed design principle. Here, the gear box is designed as two
separate ‘‘sliced’’ stages, each consisting of one planetary stage
with collinear central axes. In case of failure, the generator and the

gear box ‘‘slices’’ could be separated on the platform itself 

lifted to and from the ground using the board crane of the nace
This is a substantial improvement in terms of maintainabi
which is possible as a result of the decomposed drive t
arrangement.

Fig. 4.3 shows a scalable gear box with two output shafts and
output power varying between 3 MW and 12 MW. From one in
shaft the power and input momentum is distributed to sev
smaller gear boxes, combined at the last gear stages to two out
shafts. Thus, all individual gears, bearings and shafts are rat
small, comparable to automotive (truck) sizes. Also the genera
are comparably small. Therefore, elements from mass produc
with a substantially better experience background and lower c
can be used. Moreover, as an improvement of liability 

inspection, a repair of individual subsets of the gear 

arrangement or of one of the two generators is more easy to
realized due to much lower masses to be handled (e.g. again w
the board crane of the nacelle).

Reducing the mass of the generator and gear box simu
neously reduces the masses of bearings inside the gear box as w
as the main bearings. Referring to a typical geometric relations
of a bearing ring, Fig. 4.4 illustrates the disproportioned increas
bearing masses with the rotor diameter. Reducing the gener
and gear box masses simultaneously reduces these diameters 

therefore also the costs and manufacturing efforts concerned w
WES bearings.

Summarizing these findings, the reduction of generator mas
does not create any principle advantage of direct drive nac
ahead of drive trains with gear transmission. Instead
consequent reduction of the generator mass by using perman
magnets for the rotor offers substantial improvements for d
trains with gear boxes, too. Moreover, since the masses
generators behind a gear box still are by a factor smaller t
those of direct drive trains, possibly increasing prices for r
earth like neodymium will affect fast running generators m
less, since a much smaller amount of these expensive materia
necessary for one generator.

Fig. 4.1. Bearing principles for main shaft [44] (a) decomposed (diced) design and

(b) integrated design.

Fig. 4.3. Multi duored gear box with 2 output shafts, composed of small and w

tested components (3–12 MW).

Source: Winergy.
Fig. 4.2. Decomposed hybrid drive (gearbox + generator).

Source: Winergy.

Fig. 4.4. Weight of WES bearings as a function of diameter.

Source: Hashimoto, Timken.
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New/improved manufacturing techniques (gears, drives, and

ings)

or automotive drives, the applied manufacturing processes
tinuous generating principles [14], Fig. 4.5; broaching for
rnal gears) ensure that all teeth are machined at nearly
tical production conditions. Due to the size of automotive
s (diameter < 300 mm, tooth width < 25 mm, number of
h < 40) one production step (cutting and grinding) typically

 for less than 1 min [83]. Within this period neither the
rnal manufacturing condition (e.g. machine bed temperature,
 wear) nor the external conditions (environmental tempera-
) will change significantly.
or large gears the assumption of identical production
itions for all teeth is no longer valid [121]. Firstly, other
ufacturing processes have to be applied:

oaching (internal gears) must be replaced by profile milling
using a locally confined heavy heating, which results in a large
ermal distortion. Therefore, sections of only a few gaps (3 or 4)
e cut at direct indexing (Fig. 4.6), interrupted by a positioning
 the opposite side of the gear’s circumference.
ntinuous generating grinding is replaced by indexing genera-
n grinding or profile grinding.
ishing grinding at a reasonable removal rate requires several

sses (typically 3–4) due to a large gear distortion after
rdening.

econdly, the size of the gears is much larger (e.g. WES-drives:
eter 400–3000 mm; width: 300–500 mm; number of teeth:

150), resulting in a significantly longer machining time (15 min
o hours). Therefore, a change of the environmental conditions
e and outside the machine tool, the heating up of the

kpiece, possible wear of roughing tools (hob, milling cutter)
a multiple dressing of grinding tools might have impacts

ng the manufacturing of one gear.
dditionally, all flank modifications introduced to the gear

ks by intention to improve the meshing properties of gear pairs
er all load conditions are extended to a significantly larger
h width at a similar amplitude, i.e. 10–20 mm. Usual gear
ifications are crownings on the flank in profile and lead

direction (see Fig. 4.7), realized by a ‘‘parabolic’’ movement of the
tool in axial direction (lead crowning) and by a modified cutting
edge profile (profile crowning). During a long-lasting cutting
process like the ones imaged in Fig. 4.5, affected by temperature
expansion and tool wear, it is much more difficult to ensure the
nominal modification parameters.

An improved and closed-loop quality control including in situ or
in-process measurements during manufacturing (see Section 5.2),
a replacement of the profile milling by other cutting techniques
(e.g. generation shaping, internal generation skiving [86]) is
necessary as well as an improved quality inspection (area oriented
optical gear measurement, see Section 5.2).

A substantial improvement could be achieved at the production
of bearing rings by replacing the case hardening by a seamless scan
induction hardening (Fig. 4.8). Here, two coils move in opposite
directions along the ring heating a local ring area, followed by a
liquid quenching (local sprinkler). As the two coils approach to
each other on the opposite side of the ring, a third static coil heats
the ‘‘meeting’’ area, leading to a homogeneous and seamless
hardening.

4.3. Enhanced automation level (rotor blades, generator)

Due to the rapid growth of WES industry, the optimization of
production infrastructure and the automation of production
processes could not keep up with this rapid development. Namely
the manufacturing of rotor blades, tower elements (especially

4.5. Manufacturing principles of involute cylindrical gears by generating

ods [48].

Fig. 4.7. Flank modifications (crownings) of cylindrical helical gears.

Fig. 4.8. Seamless scan induction hardening with 3 coils [128,136].

Source: Spintig, Rothe Erde.
g. 4.6. Cutting (roughing) of a large internal WES gear by profile milling.
substructures for offshore towers) and coils of large generators
include a high percentage of manual operations.

First of all, the production of rotor blade-semi-monocoques,
their joining, the integration of pre-produced roots and the finishing
of the outer blade surface requires until today about 80% of
individual manual work (see Fig. 4.9). A significantly higher
automation level for these WES components, representing a
significant part of the WES costs, should be possible, but is
hampered by the very large extension (up to 90 m in the near
future), the high weight (up to 30 t) and the high quality
requirements for each fiber batt and its soaking with synthetic resin.
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During the winding of large generator coils, namely of direct-
drive generators with a diameter of 12 m and a high number of
poles, major difficulties have to be solved to manufacture the stator
and rotor coils automatically.

Similar problems have to be faced at the production of WES
offshore substructures, WES steel tower components and the final
corrosion protection [27,28,104,110,111]. Fig. 4.10 shows the
production of an offshore tripod, where each of the elements to be
welded extents to 10 m or more with a mass of several 10 t, each. It
is obvious that these sizes and the environmental conditions in a
very big production hall lead to large welding grooves inhibiting an
easy widely automated welding. To reduce these welding grooves
automatically ensuring a reliable and high quality welding seam
represents a big challenge, since a conventional crane for loads of
several 100 t or regular shop-floor lifting gear is not suitable to
position the elements to be welded with high accuracy.

Similarly, the production of offshore jacket substructures lacks
of a reasonable automation level. Even though truss towers require
much less material than stiff tubular towers and offer good
transportation properties, they are used rather seldom today for
onshore WES because of significantly higher assembly costs and for
optical reasons (landscape preservation). But, for offshore WES
towers and foundations, truss structures are again under discus-
sion. The reason for this development is a low resistance of truss
towers against water waves and high wind velocities, whereas
landscape protection is not considered on wind parks more than
30 km away from the sea coast. A low water and wind resistance

components like rotor blades, bearings, gear box, generator 

electronic units. Otherwise, very high maintenance costs hav
be faced if a nominal power of several 10 GW (i.e. several thous
WES units) are placed offshore within the next decade.

As turned out on the installation of the first large test rigs
WES components in the 1:1 scale (see Section 4.6), the true l
distribution on the blades and within the drive train is 

sufficiently well known. Namely the frequency of peak lo
resulting in complex static and dynamic mechanical impacts,
thermal loads and their effects on the functionality and 

interaction between WES components along the drive train is
known in detail. Consequently, the reasons and local origin
wear, fatigue and severe failures is only partially understood.

Almost all modern multi-MW WES are equipped wit
monitoring system, built-in by the producer of the WES 

recording major status data of the system during its lifeti
Regularly, these data are only available for the WES produ
Apart from this, many modern WES are equipped with
commercially available condition monitoring system (CM
developed and maintained from specialized providers. Depend
on the range of options included, such CMS register data about
oil purity, flux and temperature within decisive components (
gear box), data about the emitted noise and vibrations, combi
with the input/output data of the system like wind velocity
temperature, rotational speed, output power.

Even though these data are very valuable to register any kin
changes within the drive train of the nacelle, their ability to fo
the data basis for a comprehensive cause-result-analysis of w
fatigue and failure events is limited. Improving these data ba
enables a better understanding of failure origins and thus a failu
avoiding control of WES or whole WES parks. To this end, loc
distributed measurements of additional state variables 

quantities are necessary. Among these are: forces, mome
deformations, wear observations (change of roughness), temp
ture distributions along the drive train and relative spa
dislocations of WES components with respect to each other. 

corresponding sensors should also be placed inside th
components, which are subject of enhanced failure rates (
bearings, gear boxes). Therefore, this kind of extended measu
ments within the WES drive train components is called ‘‘in
sensoring’’ [53,56,134,150,151].

The totality of all these measured data, distributed over t
and space inside the nacelle, not only enables to verify and
improve simulations like those presented in Section 4.5. They 

offer a reliable basis to design and improve current and n
generation WES and to allow a goal-directed reduction of fai
rates.

Conventional methods to measure forces, moments and 

temperature-induced deformations are based on stress/st
gauges. Even though versatile in their application range, th
sensors lack of robustness for long-term measurements and
accessibility to critical measuring spots due to the gluing proc
the exposure to adverse environment and the required w
connection. For short-term measurement campaigns, valua
results were gathered in the past with this measuring method
almost all components of a WES ([107,129–132,147,148] 

Section 4.6.3).
Capacitive sensors show similar disadvantages as resis

stress/strain gauges: they have to be glued at least to one of

Fig. 4.9. Manufacturing of rotor blades.

Fig. 4.10. Production of tripod offshore substructures.

Source: Sif Group, Schaumann.
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together with a cone like root of the substructure and tower leads
to significantly lower shear loads of such a structure.

But, the very high manufacturing costs due to the low
automization degree are major drawbacks of this design and
should be improved.

4.4. Long term measurement of true loads

As explained in detail in Sections 2.2, 3.2.1, 3.2.5–3.2.8, 4.1, 4.5
and 4.6, significant efforts in research and development are
necessary to reduce the relatively high failure rate on decisive
components under test and require a wired electrical connect
Conventional optical sensors like triangulation [47,54

96,117,119], interferometric, polychromatic or conoscopic sen
[54,119] enable a measurement of relative movements betw
WES components with sufficient resolution, even at la
distances and high frequencies. But, in most cases the size 

costs of such devices inhibit their installation for inside senso
purposes.

Basically, the same also applies for non-destructive n
surface measuring devices based, e.g. on micromagnetic, acou
or photothermal principles [50]. Here, photothermal syste
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ht represent a certain exception in the near future, because
 operate in a remote manner [55,88]. Based on a radiometric
oring principle, such systems are able to detect a change of
ness layers and coatings (due to wear) as well as the
rrence of grinding burn, cracks or residual stress (e.g. due
xcess heating) [50–52,55,88,99]. This might therefore be a
able additional inspection device improving future mainte-
e operations along the WES drive train.
uitable sensors for long-term measurements should operate in
on-contact (possibly remote) manner based on optical,
citive or thermographic measuring principles. Alternative
ors could be ‘‘hidden’’ inside the workpiece material,
ecting the sensing elements and wired connection from
rse environment and wear (e.g. fiber Bragg gratings, FBG,
4.11). A third group of sensor types remains unaffected by
rse environment (e.g. fiber-optical distance sensors [41,
5], Fig. 4.12) or even takes advantage of critical measuring
itions (e.g. acoustic sensors in oil or coolants).
hermographic sensors are applied since many years to observe
assess a large-scale temperature distribution and its variation
ime on extended object. Since about 15 years, high-speed
mographic cameras (several 100 images per second) with a

 sensitivity (in the mK range) and a sufficient lateral resolution
available. They enable to observe highly dynamic rolling and
ion interactions at critical WES-components like bearings and
s [22,146]. Applying this principle, e.g. the tooth contact
ern of meshing gear flanks was already measured in the late
[58,105]. Here, directly after the disengagement of the

lved gear flanks, those areas with an enhanced temperature
ed by friction could be detected. Since at the time these
riments were carried out only comparably slow and less
itive cameras were available, a true in-process measurement

 not possible. As announced in [151], a thermal tooth-contact
ern analysis using modern thermographic equipment is under
vestigation. Together with endoscopic sensor tips, also critical
s inside a gearbox, bearing or generator should be accessible.

 very promising group of optical sensors is based on speckle
ern analysis. Fully developed speckles appear if a ‘‘technically
h’’ surface (areal arithmetic mean deviation Sa > 0.1 mm) is

illuminated with coherent light, typically a laser beam [91,92,101,
106,114,115,120]. Fig. 4.13 explains the basic principle of speckle
generation. One of the most advantageous properties of speckle
pattern is that they represent a unique ‘‘fingerprint’’ of the
illuminated surface area. Once registered, this technique is thus
able to identify precisely one (or simultaneously several)
individual surface spots and their lateral dislocation, e.g. caused
by mechanical stresses, thermal expansions or movements
[15,91,92,101,106,114,115,120,126,139,140]. As a recent research
result, also out-of-plane dislocations can be detected [116].

Depending on the wavelength of the laser source (blue to near
infrared), its coherence length and the evaluation method applied
to the obtained intensity (speckle) pattern, a broad variety of
measuring quantities has been investigated in the past two
decades:

� surface (area) roughness with Sa-values ranging from 1 nm to
5 mm, depending on the type of intensity pattern to be evaluated
(speckle pattern illumination or wavelength-dependent correla-
tion analysis [91,92,115]);
� lateral and rotational movements, ranging from 20 nm to several

mm (or more, limited only by the data storage capacity) with
respect to selected reference points (i.e. clamping positions of the
speckle sensors). The movements can be detected via the
recognition of speckle patterns previously registered at the
measuring objects [15,101,106,114,120,139,140,150];
� tensile and compressive stresses and forces, leading to one- or

two-dimensional in-plane dislocation with amounts between
20 nm up to several mm (limited only by the data storage
capacity) [91,101,106,114,115,120];
� shear stresses and moments, leading to different in-plane

Fig. 4.13. Surface measurements based on speckle patterns: (a) principle and

experimental set-up and (b) example for a speckle pattern and its generation.

4.11. Principle of fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) for stress/strain measurements.
.12. Fiber optical distance sensor based on the depth depending intensity

ved by the outer fiber rings [41,42,85].
dislocations at selected spots (e.g. both ends of a shaft) with
amounts between 20 nm up to several mm (limited only by the
data storage capacity) [15,150,151];
� thermal impacts (stationary or dynamic), leading to a two-

dimensional expansion or shrinkage of speckle pattern with
amounts in the nm up to mm range [53,56,134];
� vibrations and periodic movements of a specimen, leading to an

in-plane oscillation of the whole speckle pattern. Its amplitude
(up to several 100 mm or more) and in-plane direction can be
imaged by CCD shutter times of several oscillation periods, thus
measuring oscillation frequencies up to several kHz [126];
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� wear, cracks, gray staining, pitting, etc., resulting in a change of
surface topography [21] (and thus of speckle pattern); and
� fatigue of heavily loaded components, to be detected via a first

gradually, then substantially changing self-similarity (auto-
correlation-function, combined with a roughness increase)
between initial and actual surface speckle pattern. The
roughness increase at the surface can be explained by an
increasing number and amount of gliding phenomena along
crystal planes inside the material, ‘‘breaking through’’ to the
surface [115].

Besides the advantages of non-contact and remote operating
manner, speckle sensors are rather small (match box to cigarette
box size), comparably robust and can be realized at low costs
(<s100 for the components in Fig. 4.13).

All the measuring methods explained before have proved their
feasibility. At least, they can be regarded as suitable for prototype
tests and inside sensoring investigations. Some of them have
already reached a degree of development to be implemented in
long-term measuring systems like commercial CMS, thus improv-
ing the expressiveness of monitored WES data.

Another major need for long-term measurements refers to the
rotor blades. As already explained in Sections 3.2.6, 3.2.7 and 4.1,
the true loads applied to the whole length of a rotor blade during
one rotation cannot be predicted precisely by calculations or
simulations. The reasons are varying environmental conditions as
the spatial wind velocity distribution over height (Fig. 4.14),
additional disturbances caused by gusty winds, the periodic but
varying ‘‘tower-shadow’’ peaks, rapidly changing wind directions,
trapped water or ice inside the blade, out-of-balance of wind rotor,
varying air temperature, emergency shut-downs, and influences
from rain, sun, hail, and ice. Therefore, also the load profiles used in
large test rigs (Section 4.6.3) for the certification of new rotor
blades refer to a limited experimental experience.

All the sensors discussed before in this section are not suitable
for a long-term measurement of rotor blade loads. Here, optical
sensors incorporated into fibers like FBGs (Fig. 4.11) appear much
more convenient. Since they have similar material properties as
the embedding blade material and as they do not need any
electrical power supply, they can be directly implemented into the
blade monocoque during manufacturing. Thus, the FBGs experi-
ence the same longitudinal and shear stresses caused by whatever
reason (mechanical or thermal) as the rotor blade itself.

As explained in Fig. 4.11, a laser light with a certain wavelength
interval is propagating inside the fiber. This light is scattered or
reflected at those fiber segments, where periodic disturbances
(gratings) are implemented into fiber. Several gratings (e.g. 15) are
placed along one fiber. Depending on the geometric period
(spacing) of these gratings, only a small wavelength interval is
affected by the grating. If the spacing is changed due to a
compressive or tensile stress on the fiber, this interference is
shifted to other wavelengths. The wavelength (frequency) shifts
can be detected by a spectrometer, where one detector can be
switched to several FBGs. Both the laser source and the spectro-
meter can be placed outside the blade, e.g. in the hub.

4.5. Increase of reliability and availability

WES are designed for a lifetime of 20 years. Due to very complex

complex height distribution of wind velocity (Fig. 4.14) (even 

constant Beaufort wind power). The 3D wind profile applies fo
on the blades varying in both time and local distribution along
blades, even during one rotation. This leads to a time-vary
radial, axial and tilt movement of the main axis, with a high sh
of periodic displacements (see Section 4.1). Each time one ro
blade passes the tower, the disturbed airflow around the bl
reduces the rotational (lift-)force (negative moment peak), caus
a short backswing of the blade and an even more difficult l
behavior over time.

This complex load situation creates vibrations and resona
phenomena of various frequencies, which might interfere am
each other or with the meshing frequencies of the gear box or
bearings. The latter linearly depend on the rotational speed of
wind rotor, leading to even more severe resonance peaks. 

Campbell diagram in Fig. 4.15 represents a good assessment 

design tool to predict and avoid (e.g. by damping measures)
interference of vibrations occurring on WES (horizontal axis) w
the meshing frequencies generated by gear pairs or bearings.

The marked intersection point in Fig. 4.15 e.g. represents
interference between the 4th eigenfrequency (axial oscillatio
drive train with respect to gear box housing) and the gear mesh
frequency of the second stage. Table 4.2 summarizes the origi
WES vibrations and their eigenfrequencies.

Some results of these resonance phenomena, obtained
multiple body simulations (MBS) are given in [133].

The simulations of [133] (Fig. 4.16) show that a temporary 

of contact between planet gears and both ring gear or sun g
might occur. Therefore basic assumption for load distribu
calculations is no longer valid. Also axial movements within
drive train might occur, exceeding the nominal flank modifica
[133]. They can lead to unpredictable tooth contact patterns un
load and to an early breakdown of the gear.

Regarding these results, it appears understandable 

mechanical components, well known from conventional indust
applications, have to be designed for a completely different l
spectrum and profile. As long as this load profile is only pa
known and scarcely verified by extended and long-term measu
ment campaigns with several multi-MW WES (see Section 4.4),

Fig. 4.14. Three dimensional wind profile driving a WES.

Table 4.2
Origin and reasons for vibrations occurring at WES [134].

Component

Gear box � Wear, teeth damage
� Displacement, eccentricity of gears

Generator and grid

connection

� Damaged windings

� Asymmetric circuit break in rotor

� Overheating

Bearings and shafts � Wear/defect of bearing bushes or rolling elements

� Fatigue, cracks

� Misalignment of drive train

� Lack of lubrication

Rotor blades, hub,

and pitch drives

� Out-of-balance, pitch error

� Fatigue, cracks, ice formation

� Angular deviations

� Damages
load situations, until today, most WES require the replacement of
two or more major components during their lifetime due to fatal
failures. Probability and cost distribution of such failures was
already discussed in Section 2.2. At the first glance, this finding is
rather surprising, because all components except the rotor blades
are also used in standard industrial applications since many
decades, such as large bearings, gear boxes, generators, high power
electronic converters, pitch and azimuth drives. But, the design
concepts and solutions well tested for stationary equipments in
industry are not suitable for the complex load situations within the
nacelles of WES. The highly dynamic load impacts start with the
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surprising that components in WES nacelles are affected by a
h higher failure probability than comparable components in
r industrial applications.
hese failures can occur on almost all components of the drive
. All WES (with or without gear box) can be affected by failures
e main shaft and the main bearings, the rotor blades, the pitch
azimuth drives (see Section 3.2).

Test facilities for major WES components

he growing size of WES in the past two decades (Figs. 1.4 and
 has led to the situation that the research and test facilities to
rove individual WES components could not keep up with this
lopment. It is a well known fact in engineering sciences (civil,
hanical and electrical engineering) that basic research and
lopment of new components and processes is experimentally

fied in laboratories and set-ups, which are scaled down from
real sizes by a factor of 2–10. If this scaling down factor is no
er valid, findings in research and development are question-

 not only in terms of their quantitative results but also in terms

connections, pitch control and brakes. Certifications might be also
requested by insurances and financing institutes for those
components, which are subject to frequent failures. Among these
are bearings, gear boxes, generators, offshore substructures and
joints. Accreditation and periodic recalibration is also required for
the most measuring instruments used for the exploration of new
WES park sites. Among these are anemometers and sensors for
temperature, wind direction and air pressure measurements.

All this led to the requirement that at least at some places in the
world test rigs have to be installed, which could keep up with the
growth of WES components. They should be able to perform the
requested certification tests at original-sized components. Such
‘‘XXL-test rigs’’ also enable to verify research results found in
conventional research labs.

The construction of such testing facilities is requested by most
of the roadmaps proposed in Europe and North America [8,34,39].
The required testing infrastructure for WES industry covers

� test center for substructure and tower components;
� test rig for tower material and joints;
� large wind tunnels;
� large wave and water basins;
� multi-MN test machines;
� test rigs for whole nacelles;
� test rigs for gear boxes;
� test rigs for bearings;
� test rigs for rotor blades;
� test rigs for large gears;
� large climated rooms and halls to expose WES components and

measuring instruments to all conceivable temperature and
humidy conditions;
� test booth for converters, CMS systems and WES controls;
� calibration facilities for meteorological instruments like

anemometer, temperature and air pressure sensors;
� facilities for the production and testing of large GRP and CFR

rotor blade parts; and
� set of five or more wind measuring poles (200 m) in front of a

park of research WES.

For the most of these test facilities, new buildings and
experimental halls are required, namely for those WES compo-
nents which have to be inspected in the 1:1 scale. The following
clauses give an overview on those test rigs that are under
construction or available at present. However, test facilities for
onshore and offshore foundations and tower elements are not
discussed [129–132].

4.6.1. Wind test channels

In order to verify calculations and simulations of aerodynamic
research results and to calibrate meteorologic measuring equip-
ment (anemometer, air pressure and wind direction sensors) wind
tunnels of various sizes are required. Large tunnels able to test
rotor blade segments in the 1:1 scale have a square section of about
100 m2. The main difference compared to wind tunnels for aircraft
industry is that an extremely homogeneous and low noise
generation of wind velocity across the test square section is
necessary, since not only aerodynamic properties but also the
noise generation phenomena have to be investigated.

Smaller wind tunnels of about 1 m2 square section but with

.16. Elements of a WES drive-train allowing to simulate loads and excited

mic deformations in a planetary stage [133].

.15. Campbell diagram showing the interference of WES eigenfrequencies and

ing frequencies generated by gears and bearings.

e: Schlecht.
e validity of the assumed physical and technical models. By
0, WES will have a height of 300 m (blade tip up), a mass
eding 1500 t, a nacelle volume of more than 500 m3 and a
cal nacelle mass of 500 t. This means that even a scaling down

 factor of 100 would exceed the space and maximum load of
rimental facilities available in most universities and other

arch institutes. On the other hand, the increasing size of WES
s to increasing requirements for safety issues and reliability
, demanded by local authorities, insurances and financing
tutes. Such certification procedures for newly developed
otypes are required today for rotor blades, converters and grid
similar requirements concerning homogeneity and wind velocity
(up to 250 km/h) are required for anemometer [73,123], covering a
high calibration request (one for each new WES, two for each WES
site exploration, spare parts).

4.6.2. Nacelle test rigs

Until today, WES components along the drive train are tested
individually. The drawback of such a testing (e.g. a back-to-back
test stand for gear boxes and generators, see Section 4.6.4) is that
all the disturbing dynamic impacts created by shear and torsional
forces are ignored. Any such relative movement of components
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along the drive train cannot be included in a single component
tester. In order to verify MBS simulations like those shown in Fig.
4.16, the whole nacelle has to be mounted on its nacelle frame and
clamped via the azimuth flange (e.g. Fig. 4.17, under construction).
The dynamic load applied by the wind rotor to the hub of the
nacelle has to be replaced by a dynamic force generator. It should
be able to simulate a realistic force impact to the flange of the main
shaft, i.e. axial and shear forces varying in time and angle around
the drive train axis. To achieve this, several force generators apply
simultaneously a time and locally varying pressure to the input
flange of the main shaft, while rotating around the drive train axis.
For this, gliding pads move circularly on the input flange of the
nacelle while applying a time varying force on the nacelle input. It
is comparable to the input force distribution generated by a wind
rotor exposed to a wind velocity profile like the one in Fig. 4.14.

As already explained in Section 4.2, decomposed and integrated
nacelle types have to be investigated requiring different types and
arrangements of convenient nacelle test rigs.

4.6.3. Test rigs for rotor blades

Since several years, all rotor blades used for WES and fulfilling
the IEC standards have to be certified. This is an indispensable
requirement of certification agencies like Germanischer Lloyd

[45,78]. Here, a prototype of a rotor blade in the original 1:1 sca
fixed to the base plate of the test rig and then exposed to vari
static and dynamic loads in all critical angular directions. 

dynamic forces are generated by actuators applied to sev
positions along the rotor blade axis via specifically desig
clamping fixtures (Fig. 4.18). Additionally, the base plate table
be swiveled to a non vertical position to extend the dyna
testing range in both directions. The stress/strain load al
the rotor blade axis is measured by fiber Bragg gratings (F
see Fig. 4.11), verified by some stress/strain gauges at specific sp
along the blade. Typically, 4–8 FBG fibers are either dire
integrated into the rotor blade during manufacturing or fixed al
the upper and lower side of the blade.

4.6.4. Test rigs for gear boxes

Nearly all gear boxes manufactured or repaired at 

component manufacturers are tested before delivery for sev
hours at varying rotational speed. Additionally, critical gear sta
are marked with some tooth contact lacquer, which is asses
after this initial test phase. This (almost 100%) inspection ensu
that a basic functionality, load stability and noise emission m
the required tolerances. In most cases such tests are realized 

so-called ‘‘back-to-back’’ arrangement, where a reference gear 

of the same type and size drives the input shaft under various l
conditions. The reference gear box is driven on the input side by
electric engine able to load the test specimen up to the nom
power. The output shaft of the tested gear box drives a genera
which feeds the energy back to the local grid.

Of course, arrangements like this cannot create all those l
conditions that presumably are responsible for the high failure 

of gear boxes, i.e. shear and torsional loads with varying dyna
conditions, emergency stops, various temperature and resona
conditions. In order to expose the gear box under test to reali
load conditions, a specific test rig is necessary to create also s
load conditions.

4.6.5. Metrology laboratory for large gears

As explained in Section 5.3, a reliable quality inspection
large gears is impossible at present, since no calibrated g
artifacts are available. One of the major issues of the installatio
the BIMAQ metrology lab (Fig. 4.19) is to provide WES indu
and namely the gear box manufacturers with calibration artif
to assess and improve their production processes and the qua
of their gears.

Another research objective is the development of inspec
processes adapted to the needs and specifications of WES g
production. A tactile and area-oriented gear flank measuremen
explained in Section 5.2 would lead to measuring times of sev
hours for a ring gear of 2.5 m diameter. Such inspection times
not suitable in gear industry. Therefore, within this lab n
measuring strategies specifically designed for large WES ge
with a tooth width of more than 200 mm and manufactured
processes typical for WES gears have to be developed. Especi
the integration of optical, area-oriented probing methods sho

Fig. 4.17. Nacelle test rig (15 MW).

Source: Renk Test System.
Fig. 4.18. Test rigs for rotor blades.

Source: IWES Bremerhaven.

Fig. 4.19. BIMAQ metrology laboratory for large gears.

Source: Hexagon Metrology.
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ncluded in order to enhance both the inspection rate and the
essiveness of obtained gear data.

Economic aspects and costs

. Yield, returns and buyback prices

he maximum possible energy yield Wmax of a WES with the
inal power Pnominal is

x ¼ Pnominal � 8760 h (4.1)

or a 6 MW WES, Wmax amounts to about 52 GWh.
 yield percentage of Wmax between 35% and 40% is usual for
ern onshore multi-MW WES, which equals a full-load
ation time per year between 3050 h and 3500 h. This relatively

 full-load percentage can be reached in spite of low wind
ods, maintenance shut-off times and minor or major repair
ns, because the full-load for modern WES is reached at a wind

city between 10 m/s and 13 m/s (Fig. 4.20), depending on the
r blade diameter, the hub height and the local wind velocity
ibutions. This equals a wind speed of 6 Bft on the Beaufort

e. The typical cut-in velocities of WES amount to 3–4 m/s,
ch equals 2–3 Bft. At lower wind velocities, the WES are shut-
n order to protect animals like birds and bats and to handle the

 with care. The cut-off velocity of modern WES exceeds values
0–25 m/s, which equals 9 Bft.
ncreasing the hub height of a WES has a significant influence on
energy yield, because the average wind velocity is higher and
e homogeneous due to a reduced influence of soil profile and
rage (plants, forests, buildings, and landscape). A thumb rule

 that increasing the hub height by one meter enhances the
 by one percent (for the same WES at the same location).
sferring a certain WES from onshore to offshore again

eases the yield by at least 20–25% because of the higher
age wind speed on sea, much less calm days per year and a
e steady wind flow offshore.

. Costs

p to a nominal power of about 2 MW per WES, a thumb rule of
stment costs was given by 1 s/W of nominal power. For multi-

marizes to about 50%. R&D, transport of components, assembly,
insurance and warranty cover another 25% of the total investment.
The last quarter of these costs is subdivided into the preparation of
the basement (7–10%), the grid connection and electrical terminal
(depending on the cable length, 5–10%), the preparation of high
load access paths (such that heavy trucks and cranes could reach
the WES site), planning, contracting, legal advise (about 5%) and
other unforeseen costs.

These investments are written off over the 20 years lifetime of
the WES. This leads to capital costs of about 100,000 s per year and
per MW installed nominal power (for multi-MW WES). The other
annual costs for onshore WES amount to about 60,000 s per year
and per MW comprising maintenance (about 8%), insurance (12%),
leasing rate for the ground (about 8%), transfer to reserve for repair
and disassembly (35%), administration, telecommunication and
energy supply (20%).

A completely different distribution of itemized costs can be
expected for offshore WES parks. Even though experiences with
multi-MW WES far outside the coastline (>20 km) are very rare, a
first estimation is given in [8].

These experiences indicate that costs for the tower substruc-
ture, the electricity connection and sea cables, repair operations
and maintenance, logistics and installations take much higher cost
shares than for onshore WES. Since the absolute costs for the WES
components themselves almost remain constant, they take a much
smaller share (28% instead of 50%) of the whole investment costs.

Regarding this cost distribution it appears very attractive to
increase the nominal power per WES substantially, e.g. up to
20 MW (Section 2.3, Fig. 2.3). Then, the costs for WES components
and foundation would increase correspondingly, but all other cost
items would remain on a similar level. Thus, their percentage share
of total costs would be reduced.

5. Specific production engineering aspects

In the following clauses special aspects related to manufactur-
ing and metrology are presented regarding both, state-of-the-art
WES (up to 7.5 MW, see Table 4.1) and next generation WES
(7–15 MW, see Section 4).

A significant part of the newer systems are designed as direct
drive WES, although substantial drawbacks have to be accepted.
Among these are a much higher nacelle mass due to a low rotational
speed of the generator (see Section 3.2.8) and the use of rare earths
like neodymium with limited resources (see Section 4.1). They all
lead to significantly higher investment costs. The major goal of these
new WES developments is to balance the severe disadvantages by a
lower failure probability because of the reduced number of critical
components, leading to a considerable reduction of maintenance
costs. Here, as already explained in Sections 2.2 and 3.2.1, the
gearbox and its reliability is of major importance (see also Figs. 2.1
and 2.2). But, as pointed out in Sections 4.1 and 4.5, the reasons for
the limited lifetime of gearboxes and thus also options for its
improvements are not sufficiently investigated, up to now. There-
fore, clauses 5.2 and 5.3 are focused on the production and
inspection of gears and gearboxes, whereas logistics and the
assembly of WES are not discussed.

5.1. Maintenance and repair

.20. Electrical power yield as a function of wind speed, given for the WES

dai AV928 [76]. (Rated power: 2.5 MW, hub height: 80 m, rotor diameter:

, rated speed of rotor: 16 rpm, cut-in wind speed: 3 m/s, rated wind speed:

m/s, cut-out wind speed: 25 m/s, and survival wind speed: 59.5 m/s.)
-WES these investment costs have increased by about 50%. For
ore WES costs have more than doubled (3.8 s/W) [82]. These
bers are in fairly good agreement with [8], calculating
stment costs of 4.25 US$/W for offshore WES, whereas earlier

ations (e.g. [44]) have proven to be too low. These costs have
e reduced significantly in order to motivate private investors,
ncing institutes and electric energy providers to build up

ore capacities of 54 GW (United States) and 150 GW (EU)
in the next two decades.
he investment costs of an onshore WES comprise several
ized costs, where the production of the components sum-
The maintenance of WES requires time consuming and cost
intensive operations. Most modern WES tower host an internal lift
for one or two persons to bring maintenance personnel to the
nacelle platform. Additionally, almost all WES are provided with a
board crane to transport maintenance and repair materials,
measuring devices and ‘‘smaller’’ spare components (up to 10 t)
to and from the nacelle platform.

Inspection and maintenance of the tower and the rotor blades
requires a specific equipment to enable a visual or instrument
supported investigation of the materials, the coatings and also for
local repair actions (see Fig. 5.1).
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A key task to boost the efficiency of wind energy systems (WES)
is an increased plant availability through customized maintenance
strategies. The shift from corrective to preventive maintenance
along with a needs-based maintenance requires an extended
spectrum of status parameters and measuring quantities to be
monitored. The more of the data obtained by long-term measure-
ments as described in Section 4.5 are registered and available (by
short-term transmission) at a central maintenance basis, the better
and the more cost-effective future maintenance strategies can be
configured. Additionally, some of the measuring methods pro-
posed in Section 4.5 (thermographic contact pattern, optical
displacement and photothermal surface layer measurement) can
improve the maintenance inspections themselves and can enhance
the expressiveness of their findings. Together with an extended
inside-sensoring, implemented in the rotor blades and along the
drive train, it allows a more precise correlation of measured
deformations, vibrations, temperature distributions and loads with
an observed failure origin and generation. This not only enables a
lifetime prolonging and/or energy harvest optimizing control of
individual WES. Moreover, the totality of all obtained data
(conventional CMS, inside-sensoring extensions, improved main-
tenance inspections) offers valuable feed-back information for the
design and continuous improvement of current and next genera-
tion WES [22,146].

5.2. Manufacturing techniques versus measuring options

The ever growing size of decisive components like bearings and
gears leads to the problem that only a few measuring devices are
commercially available, which have a sufficient measuring volume.
Namely gears and bearings exposed to the highest loads within the
drive train and designed with the smallest tolerances (Table 3.1) are
confronted with the fact that the available measuring devices and
inspection processes could not keep up with the production
processes. This discrepancy covers their size, accuracy and inspec-
tion time compared with the corresponding sizes, deviations and
manufacturing times within production. This situation is even worse
regarding certain essential production steps like hardening or the
manufacturing of large, ring-type objects (bearing rings or internal
gears for planetary stages). Here, to heat up the workpieces
homogeneously, to handle them in a hot state and to quench them
is very difficult and leads to extreme distortions. This distortion
either results in disproportionately increased finishing times or in
further material defects like residual stresses, grinding burns, etc.
The dependency between manufacturing problems and workpiece
size and their consequences for the inspection requirements has

for other large gears the production capabilities of mod
machine tools cannot be integrated into modern quality con
loops, since adequate inspection processes with reasona
measuring times and acceptable measuring uncertainties are
available.

Since the quality standards for large gears have increa
significantly in the past thirty years, the various manufactu
processes explained in Section 4.2 had to meet these demand
job lot fabrication as well as at industrial scale manufactur
Today, numerically controlled GMI and CMM (Fig. 5.2) reduce
measuring time and uncertainty significantly, and much m
detailed information is available, while the measuremen
performed automatically without being influenced by subjec
assessment.

Still, the quality inspection of gears requires expensive 

time-consuming efforts, aiming at gear pairs suitable for 

applications listed above [48].
Gear metrology follows the same steps as other geome

measurements, performed, e.g. by CMMs or form testers: 

alignment, the tactile or non-contact probing of selected sur
areas, the numerical data evaluation and the assessment of 

results. For large gears the latter concerns both the functio
properties of the part and the state of its production process.

Even though the alignment and probing of internal 

external involute cylindrical gears has improved significan
today, improvements in gear drive developments are hampe
by the ‘‘bottle neck’’ gear metrology, since tactile measurem
in the requested accuracy is much too expensive, much too s
and lacks of information about the whole gear flank geome
The reason is that the gear measurement itself using GMI or CM
mostly refers to standards, where the nominal gear geometr
described along only a few prescribed tracks across the fl
(profile, lead) or at singular points (pitch) [79,80,142–1
Moreover, the profile and lead measurement is only carried 

on 3 or 4 teeth, assuming that all teeth are machined at ne
identical production conditions. As explained in Section 4.2 

assumption is not valid at all for the production of large W
gears.

The technology and measuring options of state-of-the
CMMs or GMIs is opposed to this historical probing and evalua
along prescribed section lines. Additionally, modern gear dr
require more and more complex flank modifications (l
crowning, tip and root relief, twist, end reliefs, protubera
etc.). This requires a measurement and assessment of the wh

Fig. 5.1. Inspection and maintenance of rotor blades.

Source: Käufer, Deutsche Windguard. Fig. 5.2. Metrology of drive train components (gears, bearings) using CMMs

gear measuring instruments (GMI).

Source: Hexagon-Leitz, Klingelnberg.
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already been discussed at the profile milling of large internal gears
(Fig. 4.6, Section 4.2). The same interdependencies are valid for the
manufacturing of large bearing rings. Here, the classical case
hardening of a whole ring could be replaced by an inductive
hardening, reducing the observed distortion by one order of
magnitude. But, this was only possible because of the invention
of the seamless induction hardening method (Fig. 4.8).

As a comparable improvement of the production processes for
large ring gears comprising the cutting of the internal teeth and the
hardening process has not been found, namely internal gears for
planetary stages are affected by high distortion amounts. But also
flank topography to ensure both a stable production process 

the objective functional properties of the gear.
The mathematical approaches to describe the nominal 

actual gear geometry by a holistic model are described
[47,48,60–62,93–95]. They lead to an area-oriented mathemat
description of the gear flank, as sketched in Fig. 5.4, instead of
historical line-oriented description (see Fig. 5.3). The vari
mathematical approaches mainly differ on the method, how fl
modifications are integrated into the area measurement. If 

area-oriented gear description and evaluation is combined with
area-oriented optical probing as proposed in [47,48,54,63
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,119], a substantially improved inspection meeting the actual
future demands of WES gear production would be possible.
ummarizing the changed manufacturing conditions, explained
ection 4.2, a gear inspection following the actually valid
dard, once developed for mass production of small gears (e.g.
utomotive industry), is by far no longer sufficient to ensure
ess capability for the production of large gears (e.g. for WES
es).
he measurement by ‘‘tangential scanning’’ or ‘‘screwing’’
trated in Fig. 5.3 requires a rotary table, either on a GMI or

. These rotary tables are actually available for diameters up
 m. Referring to WES drives, such gear diameters are required
lanetary drives, designed for the next generation WES with a
inal power of 10–12 MW. The subsequently following WES
ration, offering a nominal power of 15–20 MW, is foreseen by

0, according to the roadmap of [34]. Since the size of the whole
er engine has already reached limits, which can hardly be
eded, these drives will consist of 2- or 3-stage planetary drives

29,46,74,147,148]. Therefore, a diameter limit for GMI of about
 m appears to be reasonable for the next decade.
he high failure costs of mechanical drive train components
tion 2.2), the increasing size of WES and the enhanced quality
ands lead to an increased demand for measured features on one
kpiece and a higher inspection rate for the production in a whole.
ng into account a limited measuring velocity due to the accuracy
irements and to tactile probing, this results in a dilemma.
he standard solution would require an increased number of
suring devices. Since measuring instruments able to inspect
e gears up to 3 m in diameter and large bearing rings up to 5 m
rather expensive, concepts like the one imaged in Fig. 5.5 are

of such large workpieces with a mass of several tons is always time
consuming, namely its centring on a rotary table [23], it appears
very advantageous to measure also other quality features in the
same clamping. Among these measuring tasks are the inspection of
hardness profiles, roughness, or the detection of grinding burn and
residual stress.

In order to combine all the measured data obtained by
the individual measuring devices to one actual geometry of the
workpiece, enhanced efforts are necessary to determine the
relative position of each instrument with respect to the central
rotary table. This could be realized e.g. by optical means (laser
interferometer, laser tracker).

Clamping and centering of the heavy workpieces on a
measuring system can be avoided completely, if the measuring
stations are adapted to the manufacturing systems. Almost all
production processes for drive train components like bearings,
gears, shafts and hubs (turning, milling, hobbing, and grinding)
require at least one central rotary axis. A measuring station
like the one described in [100], placed e.g. on the opposite side
of the cutting or grinding tool, can measure the workpiece
quality features simultaneously (in-process-measurement) or
during a stand-still of the manufacturing process [97]
(in situ-measurement). Of course, the achievable accuracy of
these inspections is limited due to adverse environmental
conditions (enhanced temperatures, vibrations). But, a compre-
hensive inspection of all quality features of a workpiece is
possible. If a sufficient repeatability of these results can be
verified for a whole production batch, a few periodic sampling
measurements at reference conditions would be sufficient to
establish a ‘‘quasi-100%-inspection’’. This would allow to stabilize
the production of decisive drive train components at an enhanced
accuracy and process capability level.

5.3. Tolerances versus measuring uncertainty

As explained in Section 5.2, a large discrepancy exists between
the performance of modern production processes for drive train
components and the appropriate inspection processes. A similar
gap must also be stated for the required tolerances, namely for
large WES bearings and gears, and the corresponding measuring
uncertainties achievable with commercially available instruments
and reasonable efforts (see Table 3.1). Fig. 5.6 shows the
discrepancy between the tolerances/measuring uncertainties of

Fig. 5.4. Area description of helical gear flank geometry.

Fig. 5.5. Device concept with two or more measuring and/or manufacturing stations

for large gears.

Source: Leitz-Hexagon.

Fig. 5.3. Conventional measuring methods for cylindrical gears [48].
er discussion. Here, two or more measuring devices with a
parably small measuring volume are positioned around the
ificantly larger measuring objects, clamped on a rotary table.
 rotary table typically has no fixed link to the measuring
uments arranged around it. By this, each instrument inspects

 a smaller section of the workpiece or even only a small
ent of its outer ring. For gears (namely internal gears for

etary stages) and bearing rings this is an acceptable limitation.
he other hand, this arrangement can be flexibly adapted to

ous sizes of the measuring object. It can also be extended to
r measuring tasks as illustrated in Fig. 5.5. Since the clamping
large gears (diameter > 0.7 m) compared to gears from the
automotive area (diameter between 30 mm and 200 mm). As
long as only a few large gears were produced yearly worldwide
(namely for ships, large coal and stone mills, cranes and other
applications), the inspection times and costs for one workpiece
were not decisive. Today, the economic success of WES industries
has changed this situation completely. Regarding the nominal WES
capacity installed per year worldwide (about 40 GW, Fig. 1.3),
some 20,000 new gear boxes are required per year and about the
same amount as spare parts (average life time: 7 years; average
nominal power per WES: 2 MW). Assuming that each gearbox
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hosts about ten gears, this results in a yearly production of 400,000
large gears. A similar request can be stated for large bearings
(70,000 pitch bearings, 30,000 main bearings, 20,000 azimuth
bearings).

This means that only a sampling inspection is possible with
respect to the available high accuracy measuring devices. Taking
into account the high efforts to stabilize the production of these
components at the required accuracy level (distortion by hardening,
deformation due to temperature deviations and gradients as well as
by dead load) the tolerances for drive train components given in
Table 3.1 represent the current technology limit at series production.

As shown in Fig. 5.6, not only the tolerance curve but also the
measuring uncertainty rises steeply for gears exceeding the
diameter of about 500 mm. The main reason is that calibrated
standards to carry out acceptance tests for GMI and CMM and to
compare inspection processes at different sites are not available.
The maximum diameter of involute, lead and pitch standards,
calibrated by the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) and
other National Metrology Institutes (NMI), do not exceed 400 mm.
Since a convenient CMM or GMI with a sufficiently low maximum
permissible error (MPE) for gears larger than 1 m in diameter is not
available on any NMI worldwide, the installation of a new
calibration laboratory certified by the German accreditation
Service (DAkkS) is installed in Bremen at present [56,108] designed
to close this gap.

But even for smaller gears, the so-called ‘‘golden rule’’ for
measurements, saying that the measuring uncertainty of an
applied inspection process should be one tenth of the measurand’s
tolerance, is not fulfilled for high accuracy grades. E.g. for planet
gears with a diameter of 400 mm, the tolerances of parameters like
Fa (total profile deviation) and Fb (total lead deviation) and the
corresponding measuring uncertainties of DAkkS calibrated
standards are far away from the desired relationship 10:1. Within
gear production industry or at the WES manufacturers, this
situation is even worse due to limited environmental conditions
and measuring facilities.

As a first approach to close the gap between maximum size
of standards available at present and the requirements of
WES-industry, a new gear standard has been developed by PTB
[65]. Since even a gear of 1 m diameter and an usual tooth width of
250 mm would have a mass of about 1000 kg, such a full-gear

Once the DAkkS lab for large WES gears is installed (see Sec
4.7), a calibration method named M3D3 described in [149] wil
applied for both, the CMM of the calibration lab and a 

calibration specimen. It applies four simultaneously opera
laser tracers, which mutually determine their relative positio
each other and to the probing ball, i.e. to the retro-refle
mounted at the probing stylus. Since all laser tracers simu
neously read out four length data, the exact position of the prob
ball by the multi lateration technique could be evaluated and
task specific errors of the measured points corrected (Fig. 5.7

At the end of this process, both the artifact and the measu
instrument are calibrated with respect to the ‘‘virtual measu
device’’ created by the four spatially distributed laser tracers.

6. Conclusions, future developments

WES technology is facing a promising future. The concer
industry and service providers as well as most societies world w
will benefit from a competitive, safe, environmentally impro
and sustainable energy supply. Still, some major problems hav
be solved, primarily at the design, manufacturing and inspec
processes of decisive components like rotor blades, bearings, g
boxes and generators. These improvements require a much dee
knowledge and a substantially intensified experimental verifi
tion of the modeling, calculation and simulation methods use
present. Otherwise, a load prediction and adequate design
central WES components and their dynamic interaction imp
high risks, namely for the reliability of offshore WES. La
developments, like integrated direct-drive designs for n
generation WES, have also to be verified for high reliability.
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